
I. INTRODUCTION
• Compensating arm reaction wrench is

necessary to achieve high performance

• Underactuation and floating base make

compensation of arm disturbance for

trajectory tracking very challenging

• Planar models [1] and coordinate-

based derivation of dynamics [2] are

insufficient for many applications

II. DYNAMICS
• Developed coordinate-free model of

dynamics using generalized Lagrangian

method [3], accounting for full inertia

of all three rigid bodies in chain

• Method derives dynamics in local

neighborhood of an arbitrary element

of configuration manifold, ultimately

yielding global geometric equations of

motion with no singularities

Some aerial manipulators can exactly 

track arbitrary smooth end-effector 

trajectories in 6 degrees of freedom.

III. DIFFERENTIAL FLATNESS
• When manipulator arm 

satisfies a geometric 

design requirement, the 

system is flat with 

respect to the pose of 

the end-effector

• A diffeomorphism 

determines the 

necessary nominal 

control inputs and 

system states 

corresponding to an 

arbitrary smooth end-

effector trajectory

• Enables trajectory 

planning in the natural 

task space
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IV. RESULTS
• We demonstrate the feasibility of the approach

as applied to precision aerial videography

• Dynamic simulation shows tracking error on the

order of numerical precision limits
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Example trajectory in flat space, in which a 

camera at the end effector tracks a subject from 

a varying perspective during aggressive flight

Global Manifold State Local Coordinates

Local coordinate map

is used to derive dynamics

near arbitrary configuration

Local dynamics at 

each configuration yield

global, singularity-free

equations of motion 

State and Input Space Flat Space (Task Space)

Differential

Flatness

Diffeomorphism relates flat 

output trajectory

to corresponding full state 

and input profile


